
A
lready at capacity in terms of the number of ven-
dors it could accommodate in the Hershey
Convention Center for the annual Kinsey’s Archery

Dealer Show, the distributor has been working to boost deal-
er attendance and to convince more of those dealers to make
the show a two or even three-day affair. The value of prizes
given away to dealers at this year’s February 24-26 event was
$35,000. Kinsey’s also introduced a new “Hot Show” concept
that allowed retailers to view and buy selected products at
steep discounts.

Dave Parker helps coordinate the annual dealer show for
the Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania Distributor, and before
the show opened he said the number of stores
registering to attend had risen about 10 percent
from the 2005 event to around 600. “We’ve
learned over the years that each store that reg-
isters represents 3.1 people in attendance. I
think our total badge count will be 2,300, 2,400
by the time you count all the manufacturers and
sales reps.” According to Kinsey’s web site, the
final tally was even higher than expected, at
2,500.

Because many of the rep groups were
showing multiple lines, counting the companies
who were exhibiting was more complicated
than at the ATA Show, where manufacturers typ-
ically control the booth space and booth shar-
ing is against show policy. At this show, the dis-
tributor was able to carve out 250 booth spaces
by using the Great American Hall, the Aztec
Room, and all the lobby space between them.
Parker said nearly 500 vendors supported the 2006 event, and
all of them worked with Kinsey’s to provide dealers who
attended with the best pricing of the year available through
the distributor.

Like other distributor shows, including ones hosted by
Henry’s and Ellett Bros., all ordering was routed through the
distributor. Vendors could sell items not stocked by Kinsey’s

on a special order basis, with invoicing through Kinsey’s and
the distributor taking a normal margin.“We can’t stock every-
thing from everybody; we have 15,000 items in our catalog
now,” Parker said. “It is our job to carry the most in-demand
items from every product category. Now as a manufacturer, if
you come here and sell 200 of an item through special orders,
that’s a way of showing me we should have carried that in our
book. And we do monitor that.”

For its first Hot Show (not to be confused with the ARRO
Hot Show) Parker said Kinsey’s asked each vendor to submit a
single popular item at a very deep discount. Then the staff

Kinsey’s Dealer Show Reports      

ABOVE: After one of the sponsored breakfasts, Keith Weaver
offers new retailer Dennis Deitz (right) advice on charging for
service. Waiting to head out onto the show floor with her hus-
band is Judy Weaver and children, Kaylene and Brian.

BELOW: Preston Edwards (left) and Dayne Lester watch as Toni
DiRuscio and Dave Parker draw the name of BJS Sports, Pike,
New York, as winner of a Saskatchewan trip after black bear and
big fish, sponsored by Gold Tip, Blackhawk and Vanetec.

LEFT: A Polaris Magnum 330 was given away by manufacturers
represented by Joe Miller of William Gartland and Associates
(holding microphone.) Young Hunter Wilson of Whitetail Archery,
Perrinton, Michigan drew the name of Lynn’s Archery Pro Shop,
Sunbury, Pennsylvania to take home the $6,000 rig. The prize was
put up by Barnett Crossbows, Blackhawk Arrows, Buck Bomb,
Field Logic, Gold Tip, Limbsaver, Tru-Fire, Hunters Safety Systems,
Rocky Mountain/Rage Broadheads, Weber's Leather, ADG Sports,
and TrophyTaker.
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boiled the contenders down to just 20
products for display on Saturday, 20 on
Sunday.Each registered store received
in invitation to attend the Hot Show on
those two days at an appointed hour,
and posters were in the participating
booths to remind dealers about the
special buying opportunity for selected
products. Kinsey’s staff were on hand to
answer questions but there was no
pressure to place a big order and every
opportunity to program deliveries right
along with other show purchases. The
Hot Show is another way Kinsey’s and
its vendors can help independent retail-
ers earn the profits they need to stay in
business, Parker said. Plus it may encour-
age more retailers to
attend both Saturday
and Sunday, which is
good for Kinsey’s, good
for the host hotel and
good for its vendors.

Chad Patrick, Sales
Manager for Wiley
Outdoor Products,
arranged to sell his pop-
ular Flextone All-N-One
deer call for $5.99 at the
Hot Show, compared to
the $8.87 Kinsey’s would
otherwise charge. “I
want to grow my
Kinsey’s business,”
Patrick said. “We’re a

southern company and really strong in
the south and southeast, but we never
did the northern consumer  shows. If I
can get a dealer to take one of these off
the shelf and try it he’ll like it, and when
they like it, they sell the fire out of it. I
want dealers to make a big margin on
this product, feel like I did them a big
favor, and come back to order more of
our calls,” he said by way of explanation
about the deep discounts.

The Kinsey’s Archery Dealer Show
and special promotions like the Hot
Show will return to the Hershey’s
Convention Center February 25-27,
2007. Watch for updates in ArrowTrade
and at www.kinseyarchery.com.

Circle 11 on Response Card

     Record Turnout

Scott Bledsoe of Kinsey’s (right) shows
features of a North Starr Tree Cat stand
discounted by $30 to John Lawrence and
David Sell of W.E. Sell Sporting Goods
during the Hot Show.

LEFT: Wiley Outdoor Products shaved
nearly $3 from this flexible call for the Hot
Show, as the booth sign indicates. BELOW:
Albert Moore of Iroquois Archery checks
out a TruGlo 5 arrow quiver discounted to
$15.99 for the HOT Show, while his wife
Peggy looks on.
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Staff Shooter Ron Drake (left) and
Julio Claps (right) of Camillus Gun & Bait
look over some of the 28 releases in the
Stan line for 2006 with the help of
Copper John’s Mike McGreevy (right).
“Stanislawski was hard for some people
to pronounce” McGreevy said, “so it was
common for people to say ‘I shoot a Stan.’
The way we’ve divided things for market-
ing is everything that attaches to a bow is
now under the Copper John brand, while
Stan is what attaches to the string.”

Drake said he was thinking of moving to a back tension
release because he’s begun anticipating the shot. One advan-
tage of the SuperX above is that both three and four-finger
models come in two sizes to fit different hand sizes. The
knurled thumb trigger can be set to fit at the base of anyone’s
thumb to help the unit roll and release as you use back ten-
sion to pull through the shot, because that knurled barrel is
adjustable for projection, tilt and angle.

The Stan line for 2006 is backed by classy new packaging
and catalogs, and by a stronger contingency program to
reward shooters who win selected tournaments shooting a
Stan. Increased demand for the releases means the Auburn,
New York factory went to three shifts in the second week of
January, Sales Manager Al Coon said, instead of waiting until
May when sales of its hunting products begins to rise.

You can learn more about the Stan line of releases by call-
ing (315) 258-9269 or by visiting www.ishootastan.com

Chris Kozlik, a senior manufacturing engineer for New
Archery Products, helps dealers get up to speed on the
latest bow accessories from the Forest Park, Illinois broad-
head manufacturer. This bow has the 2006 version of the
Quik-Tune 360, a full capture rest that now uses brushes
rather than metal arms at the lower support points.“This is
much more forgiving than the older design and if dealers
have the older style in stock we’ll either swap the rest out
for them or send them free upgrade kits,” Kozlik promised.
Helping to quiet and balance the bow is a new Blackjack,
available as a complete stabilizer or a slip-over sheath.

Kozlik said a small product that can make a big differ-
ence to the shooter’s accuracy is the Creeper Peeper that’s
been used to replace the normal cable guard slide and is
shown in the photo below. It works as a lighted draw check
to indicate when the shooter is at the full draw position. It
is particularly easy for a hunter to creep forward and throw

the shot off when he or she
is bending to take a shot
from a treestand. Reach the
customer service staff at
NAP for more information
by calling (800) 323-1279 or
fax your request toll free to
(888) 323-5414.
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Jim Sletten, the sales manager for Wildlife Research
Center, showed ArrowTrade the new Trophy Leaf. The
Minnesota scent producer has found a way to encapsulate
natural scents into these leaf-like plastic dispensers. “We’re
using the same natural formulas we have been using,” Sletten
said,“but this gives you a superior means of getting that scent
into the air.”

Trophy Leaf comes four to a package and is designed to
retail for $6.99 in Pine, Earth or Acorn. A Whitetail Estrus and

Elk-Fire Cow Estrus are priced higher, at $9.99. They all come
with an air-tight storage container and can be reused until
the scent fades.

Sletten also demonstrated how the company’s popular
liquid lures could be dispersed using a Super-Wick or Quik-
Wik without the customer ever touching the liquid or the felt
wicks.

You can learn more about Wildlife Research Center’s 2006
line from Kinsey’s or by calling (763) 4276-3350.

At left, Brad Chiles helps promote the camo napkins, plates and cups from
Innovative Outdoor Products. After starting with Mossy Oak patterns in 2005 the
firm has added Realtree patterns, including the Max4 shown here.The EZ Party Pack
Chiles holds is a good way to set a birthday table for a hunter, and is designed to
retail for $17.99. The same firm offers camo wrapping paper, and can be reached in
Mississippi at (662) 494-2725.
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Helen Kinsey, wife of the late founder of
Kinsey’s Archery, still works in the business four
days a week and spent some time helping Jennifer
Buttriss (left) and Kimberly Knoll (right) in the dis-
tributor’s gift department exhibit on the show floor.

New products include a line of Jake & Amos-
branded products from Dutch Valley Foods. There
are sauces and relishes, pancake mixes and hard can-
dies. Kinsey’s has them in the gift catalog published
last October, and all will be in the 2006-2007 main
catalog mailing early this summer.

In one of the more elaborate
booths at the Kinsey’s Archery Dealer
Show, Charles Radeh (left) shows Dale
Sizemore how to operate the Sure-Loc
X-Press Sizemore just ordered.The arms
pivot upward in an arc similar to what
the limb tips go through as they’re
drawn, and the press works equally well
on conventional or parallel limb bows.
By sliding the base apart and adjusting
where the arms cross at the jack tube,
the New Jersey retailer was able to relax
a Hoyt Trikon, Mathews Switchback and
a long Mathews Apex in the few min-
utes ArrowTrade was at the booth.

“This is outstanding,”Sizemore told
ArrowTrade about the way the press
operates. He also liked the rich looking
gold hammertone finish, because he
planned to put the press where his cus-
tomers could watch him. “They always
like to see me doing the work because
that way I can tell them,‘This is what I’m
doing and this is why I’m doing it.’”

You can get more information
about the X-Press from Sure-Loc by call-
ing the Indiana firm at (812) 689-9926.

Norway Industries  •  www.duravanes.com  •  1-800-778-4755

New from the makers of 
DURAVANES!  A vane that 
can stand up to the harshest 
equipment and use….the 
SAVAGE is the same familiar 
shape with surprising durability.  
These vanes hold their 
own when used with 
biscuit-style rests 
and any target 
on the 
market.

TOUGH • SILENT • STRONG

Available in eight popular 4” colors: 
white, flo yellow, lime, flo red, red, 
blue, green and black.

Circle 32 on Response Card
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Adam Flod of Mike Wieck Sales got
the assistance of Pro Staffer Dave
Bitting (right) to prove a point about
the durability of the Rivers West H2P
waterproof garments. Bitting is jam-
ming a landscape spike against a sam-
ple of the same quiet fabric that kept a
mannikin dry in this waterfall display
during the show.Two different waterfall
displays are available to dealers, as a
way to boost sales of the garments that
are guaranteed to stay waterproof and
windproof for 10 years. Talk to your
Mike Wieck sales rep or contact the
Washington firm at (800) 683-0887.

Bill Carrera of the Carrera-Weaver
sales rep group had new bow cases on
display, including this Bow Guard X2
Hybrid model from Doskosport. The
Texas firm combined elements from
soft and hard cases to produce a more
compact case that’s easier to fit into a
car and easier to open in confined
spaces. This deluxe version has a hard
plastic exoskeleton on the ends as well
as over the center where bow acces-
sories are carried. Special zippers
(below) help shed dirt and water. For
more information, call (888) 367-5624.
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Chuck Bowman and Curt Bricker (right) of C-Bee Archery.
demonstrate how the Bowman Switch and Stinger Light can be
set up on target or hunting bows, to light the aim point as the
person reaches full draw. Bowman said shooters like them for
video archery, where unlighted sights are hard to see. They’re
using them in darkened hunting blinds for the same reason.
Bricker uses one on his tournament sight, because some of the
lanes he shoots on do a better job of lighting the target faces
than of lighting the shooters and their gear.The lights come with
all the bushings you need to adapt it to different sight guards,
and the suggested retail price for the kit is $39.95.

Bowhunter Magazine Sales Manager Jeff Millar talks
business with Kelly Harkins of the sales team at Briar
Lakes Productions. That’s the company Jack Brittingham
used to produce his line of 27 videos and a TV show,“Jack
Brittingham’s World of Hunting Adventure”, that just fin-
ished its season on the Outdoor Channel. You can get

more information about ordering from
the growing selection of videos in VHS or
DVD format by contacting Briar Lakes
Productions at (900) 677-0820.

One benefit of the Kinsey’s Show is the
opportunity it gives the distributor’s staff to
learn more about product. At left Darlene
Glatfelter of the customer service department
checks out the machined aluminum grips
Shrewd Precision Archery sells to fit high end
bows. They’re available in five colors. Plant
Superintendent Tucker Harvey (behind
counter) also oversees production of target
sights, stabilizers, scopes and a Lazer Hunting
Sight. See the entire line at www.shrew-
darchery.com or may call (540) 864-PRO1.

Mad Dog Gear from Stearns now
includes fabric gear bags reinforced
with rigid internal frames. The
Minnesota firm is making a Camera bag,
Blind Bag and the Large Blind Bag Whit
Thomasson is kneeling on with most of
his 230 pounds. Whit and Pam Hansen
were at the show for the rep group
Jones & Company. You can learn more
about the new camo Mad Dog bags by
calling (800) 697-5801.

Circle 178 on Response Card
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Andalyn Adrian of Game Plan
Gear demonstrates the RattleStrap,
designed to hold rattling antlers on the
tree and let you draw and return them
to their “holsters” with a minimum of
motion. Above her is the BowBat, a
wrap-around pack you carry with your
bow and then attach to the tree to
cushion your back while it holds acces-
sories at the ready. You can get more
details on this new product line by con-
tacting the Ohio firm at (740) 544-6611.

Bryan Fry, co-owner of Radical Archery Designs had one
of the brightest displays in the Aztec room, thanks to the bril-
liant colors of natural latex peep tubing he markets along
with a wide selection of peep sights. Order three styles of
packaged peeps for your hang tags, he suggested, but then
mount the peeps on bows using bulk
packs because you’ll earn more margin
that way. For info on all the peep and
tubing options, call (866) 396-1120.

Craig Stawiarksi of Xtreme Sports Group had more than
Scent Eliminators to show dealers. He’s holding a jug of Deer
Candy the Michigan firm developed as a nutritional supple-
ment and attractant. The product is formulated as a gel so it
can be poured onto the ground or on other food sources.
While aimed initially at deer hunters, Stawiarski said bear

hunters have had
great success with
the apple, corn and
molasses flavors.
Reach the Brighton,
Michigan firm at (810)
220-9392.
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